Zooming day and night?
Candle-light may not be the best solution but the cMe2 is!
cMe2

- Credenza or telescoping wall mount
- Diffusion and egg crate
- On/off switch and dimming control knob
- High-quality, high-color rendering LED
- Flattering light for video
Lighting for our new virtual reality

• Suddenly working from home on Zoom meetings all day—the cMe2 is the perfect solution for professional lighting that’s safe and easy to use.

• Network anchors running critical broadcast from home—the cMe2 keeps you in the same quality of light as the studio.

• Need a remote diagnosis through tele-health virtual visits—the cMe2 shows your true coloring, making it easier for a doctor to properly interpret your vital signs.

• Teaching class remotely—keep students engaged with good color rendering and clear screen content.